
Welcome, admin! [logout] (/sb/users/logout)

Overview

The Stats page combine all the information gathered from users into a single page for
administrators. All the stats information is generated relative to a specified region.

Saving and exporting table information

The statistical output is provided as a set of tables that can be copied, exported to CSV,
Excel, and/or PDF. This is done by using one of the available options. A screenshot is
provided below.

Stats tables
When viewing stats, the data generated is broken into three categories: Goals,
Questions/Answer, and Raw Responses. The first two tabs present formatted data gathered
from user inputs, while the third one shows raw data.

Stats - Goals

The first tab, Goals, represent the response generate when a user selects a specific goal.

The response includes the ID of the goal along with its name, the goal's description, and the
number of times users have selected that goal as an option.

Stats - Questions/Answers

We gather the second set of responses when users select a question/answer combination.
Those responses are presented in the second tab.

 About (/sb/regions/about)

https://spportal.tacc.utexas.edu/sb/users/logout
https://spportal.tacc.utexas.edu/sb/regions/about


Each question has an associated ID, and answers similarly have unique IDs. When a user
selects a given answer for a particular question, both the question and the answer are
recorded, along with their respective IDs.

Also note that an additional column named "# of times selected" gives a count of how many
selection of a given question/answer combination are made.

Stats - Raw Responses

The last tab presented in the stats page is Raw Responses

This tab presents a complete, unprocessed view of the activity and selection users have made.
This includes the responses, regions, goals, questions, along with their IDs. Additional data is
provided so we can separate one user from the next: Session ID, IP Address, and the
Timestamp for their activity. Again, all this can be exported and as shown in the first
screenshot above.


